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ABSTRACT
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are a class of generative models
based on a minimax game. They have led to significant improvement in the
field of unsupervised learning, especially image generation. However, most
works in GANs are based on learning the distribution of the input dataset
through a multi-layer neural network which does not explicitly model the
structure of the input variables. This may work well in large and less noisy
datasets, with the expectation that the learning procedure is able to assign
relatively small weights to the occasional noise through averaging of many
inputs. However, this approach potentially suffers when the input size is
limited or noisy, resulting in reduced quality of generated samples by picking
up spurious structures.
In this thesis we propose a technique to model the structure of the variable
interactions by incorporating graphical models in the generative adversarial
network. The proposed framework produces samples by passing random in-
puts through a neural network to construct the local potentials in the graph-
ical model; performing probabilistic inference in this graphical model then
yields the marginal distribution. Message passing based on discrete variables
keeps a table of local potential values, the size of which could be too big for
natural images. We present a solution based on continuous variables with
unary and pairwise Gaussian potentials, and perform probabilistic inference
using loopy belief propagation on continuous Markov random fields. Exper-
iments on the MNIST dataset show that our model is able to outperform
vanilla GANs with more than two iterations of belief propagation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Deep learning with multi-layer neural networks has led to huge success in nu-
merous applications, such as face recognition [1], medical image analysis [2],
depth estimation and stereo [3], object tracking [4] and natural language
processing [5]. So far, the most successful approaches in deep learning are
related to discriminative models in supervised learning, which map a high-
dimensional input to a class label [6]. Unsupervised learning, on the other
hand, does not require labels in the training stage and aims to learn the
distribution of the data itself instead of some class labels associated with
the data. While unsupervised learning is expected to be more important
in the longer term due to its resemblance to human learning [7], it remains
more challenging due to the difficulty of approximating many intractable
probabilistic distributions in maximum likelihood estimations and encoding
complex structures in tractable distributions.
Among the most successful models in unsupervised learning so far have
been the class of generative models. Generative models aim to map from
a low dimensional latent space Z to a high dimensional manifold for real
data X , by a parameterized function gθ : Z Ñ X . Parameterization is a
process used to identify a certain family of distributions among the full set
of possible distributions. Using deep learning the function gθ is typically
approximated by a neural network. The latent space should be of lower
dimensions than the input space, because otherwise (i) it could remember all
the inputs and result in overfitting; (ii) the redundancy in latent space leads
to mode collapse and limits the diversity of generated samples. Intuitively,
generative models can be viewed as modeling the generation process of real
data. From the perspective that latent variables reduce the dimension of the
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real data, the generative model gains the added advantage that the random
and sparse noise from inputs is averaged out in the compact representation.
However, the assumption that the noise is random and sparse does not
often hold in real world applications. Chances are: (i) The number of samples
in the input dataset is not large enough for the noise to average out. (ii)
The noise is not sparse. This may be due to the limit of the resolution of
the sensor to record the input. (iii) The noise is not totally random. The
structure of the noise could thus be encoded as latent codes. In addition
to the noise: (iv) The input dataset could encourage the latent variables to
pick up spurious structures, which makes sense only in terms of probability
density distribution but not in terms of semantic meaning, in which case the
generated samples could easily be distinguished to be fake by a human.
It should also be noted that the desired structure to be learned could de-
pend on the task. For example, in image segmentation, the structure of
textures or nonlocal interactions has less impact than interactions of adja-
cent variables in terms of boundary decision. This could be reinforced by
adding pairwise potentials in the score function, so as to assign high score
to similar observations on neighboring pixels and assign low score to differ-
ent observations. However, the nonlocal or texture structure information is
highly desirable in image generation tasks to capture rich correlations and
details, whose goal is to generate photo-realistic images.
Because of the possibility of the general neural network to capture spurious
structures, we propose to model the structure explicitly to encourage consis-
tent and semantically reasonable structures to be captured in the generated
adversarial networks (GANs).
1.2 Overview of Generative Models
In general, the objective of generative models is to maximize the likelihood
of the model probability on real data. By defining a parametric family of
probability densities pPθqθPRd , and by using data samples tx
piqumi1, that are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), we aim to
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solve the maximum likelihood problem
max
θPRd
1
m
m¸
i1
logPθpx
piqq. (1.1)
If the real data distribution is Pr, then, asymptotically (m Ñ 8), this is
identical to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence KLpPr||Pθq, because
lim
mÑ8
max
θ
1
m
m¸
i1
logPθpx
piqq  max
θ
»
Prpxq logPθpxq dx
 min
θ

»
Prpxq logPθpxq dx
 min
θ
»
Prpxq log
Prpxq
Pθpxq
dx
 min
θ
KLpPr||Pθq. (1.2)
In this section, we will review two generative models that both achieve
state-of-the-art performance and have a general structure so that they are
easily extended to a variety of applications: variational autoencoders and
generative adversarial networks. Other generative models include restricted
Boltzmann machines, deep belief networks, deep Boltzmann machines, gener-
ative moment matching networks and auto-regressive networks. For a review
of these other models, see for example [8, 9].
1.2.1 Variational Autoencoders
Variational autoencoders (VAEs) [10] include an inference model (also called
recognition model) as an encoder and a generative model as a decoder. Let
us follow previous notation to define input data x P X and latent variables
z P Z.
Next we introduce the joint parameters for the encoder and the decoder θ.
The generation consists of two steps: first a value zpiq is sampled from some
posterior distribution pθpz|xq and then a value x
piq is generated from some
conditional distribution pθpx|zq. pθpz|xq encodes input x into latent codes
z and is thus the encoder and pθpx|zq is the decoder. The decoder could
be parameterized by a neural network. Based on Bayes theorem, pθpz|xq 
pθpx|zqppzq{pθpxq. However, the marginal of pθpxq is intractable. Instead
3
Figure 1.1: The VAE model. The left part is the encoder and the right part
is the decoder. Variance is represented as log σ2 to enforce positivity.
(Adapted with permission from Alexander Schwing, unpublished.)
of computing it by sampling pθpx|zq, which is costly for large datasets, we
approximate the true posterior pθpz|xq with another distribution qφpz|xq,
which could again be modeled by a neural network. See Figure 1.1 for an
illustration.
Now we need to define a loss function to optimize. Following the deriva-
tions in [10], we can get a lower bound on the marginal likelihood log pθpxq,
which we aim to maximize:
log pθpxq 
»
z
qφpz|xq log pθpxq (1.3)

»
z
qφpz|xq log
pθpx, zq
pθpx|zq
(1.4)

»
z
qφpz|xq log
pθpx, zq
qφpz|xq
 
»
z
qφpz|xq log
qφpz|xq
pθpx|zq
(1.5)
 Lpθ, φ; xq  KLpqφpz|xq||pθpz|xqq. (1.6)
Since KL-divergence is non-negative, L is a lower bound on the marginal
likelihood of x. The lower bound L can be decomposed into two terms:
Lpθ, φ; xq 
»
z
qφpz|xq log
pθpx, zq
qφpz|xq
(1.7)

»
z
qφpz|xq log
pθpx|zqppzq
qφpz|xq
(1.8)

»
z
qφpz|xq log
ppzq
qφpz|xq
 
»
z
qφpz|xq log pθpx|zq (1.9)
 KLpqφpz|xq||ppzqq   Eqφpz|xqrlog pθpx|zqs, (1.10)
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where the second term is the reconstruction error and the first term is con-
sidered as a regularization to encourage posterior distribution of z to be close
to the prior. The prior is often chosen to be some simple fixed distribution
and is not parameterized.
By choosing qφpz|xq to be a multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance
(in which case the task of the neural network is to learn the mean and vari-
ances), we can compute KLpqφpz|xq||ppzqq analytically. The reconstruction
error is estimated by sampling qφpz|xq:
Eqφpz|xqrlog pθpx|zqs 
1
L
L¸
l1
log pθpx|z
plqq. (1.11)
To backpropagate through the sampling process, we reparameterize this term
to obtain a differentiable estimator. It is often possible to express the random
variable z as a deterministic mapping from another random variable with
independent marginal  P ppq, such that z  gφp,xq, where gφ is some
vector-valued function parameterized by φ. Then the expectation of some
arbitrary differentiable function fpzq w.r.t. to qφ can be expressed as w.r.t.
ppq:
»
qφpz|xqfpzq dz 
»
ppqfpzq d 
»
ppqfpgφp,xqq d. (1.12)
It follows that a differentiable estimator can be constructed:
»
qφpz|xqfpzq dz 
1
L
L¸
l1
fpgφp
plq,xqq, (1.13)
where plq  ppq. For example, if qφpz|xq is a marginal univariate Gaussian
z  N pµ, σ2q, a valid reparameterization is z  µ   σ, where   N p0, 1q.
Therefore
EN pz;µ,σ2qfpzq  EN p;0,1qfpµ  σq 
1
L
L¸
l1
fpµ  σplqq, (1.14)
where plq  N p0, 1q.
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1.2.2 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11] are based on a minimax game
between a generator G and a discriminator D. The goal is to learn a gen-
erator Gθpzq : Z Ñ X , which is parameterized by θ, and depends on a
source of randomization, z, which is drawn from a simple prior such as a
uniform distribution. The generator maps the random inputs to the fake or
artificial sample space which is the same dimension as the real data space
X . The discriminator Dwpxq : X Ñ R, parameterized by w, attempts to
distinguish between real samples and fake generated samples, by outputting
the probability of its input being a real sample.
Based on this intuition, the objective function maximizes the likelihood
of real samples and minimizes the likelihood of fake samples. Given a real
sample set txpiqumi1, and a sample set from the noise distribution, tz
piqumi1,
we can express the minimax objective in terms of log-likelihood as
max
θ
min
w
1
m
m¸
i1
 logDwpx
piqq  logp1DwpGθpz
piqqqq. (1.15)
In practice, both the generator and the discriminator can be modeled as
neural networks so that both are differentiable. Note that the first term
in the objective does not depend on the parameters of the generator, so it
is possible to have separate objective loss functions for the generator and
discriminator. In theory, we want to train the discriminator till convergence
after each generator update. Practically the steps to train the discriminator
are limited to avoid saturation of the discriminator, where DpGpzqq Ñ 0 and
logp1  DpGpzqqq Ñ 0, and the generator is found to not receive enough
gradient in this case. For the same reason we can train G to maximize
logDpGpzqq instead of to minimize logp1DpGpzqqq. The training procedure
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Training of GAN based on minibatch stochastic gradient de-
scent. The batch size is m. The number of gradient steps applied to the
discriminator after one gradient step of the generator, k, is a hyperparame-
ter and should be tuned according to the convergence of the discriminator.
1: for number of training iterations do
2: for n  1, . . . , k do
3: sample m noise samples tzp1q, . . . , zpmqu from prior ppzq
4: sample m real samples txp1q, . . . ,xpmqu from input dataset
5: w Ð w 
∇w 1m °mi1 logDwpxpiqq  logp1DwpGθpzpiqqqq
6: end for
7: sample m noise samples tzp1q, . . . , zpmqu from prior ppzq
8: θ Ð θ ∇θ 1m
°m
i1 logp1DwpGθpz
piqqqq
9: end for
1.2.3 Comparison of VAEs and GANs
Both VAEs and GANs have their advantages and disadvantages. VAEs come
with both a generative model and an inference model (named so in [10], i.e.
the encoder). The inference model is related to the generative model via
Bayes’ theorem and provides compact and meaningful latent representations
for the input dataset. Meanwhile, VAEs are reported to have better log-
likelihoods [12]. However, the generated samples of VAEs are known to be
somewhat blurry and GANs generally yield shaper images. GANs, on the
other hand, often suffer from mode collapse and instability in training (fail
to converge).
The failure of VAEs to generate sharp images is often attributed to the
fact that the inference models used are usually not expressive enough to
capture the posterior probability. In fact, recent work shows that using more
expressive model classes leads to substantially better results, both visually
and in terms of log-likelihood bounds [13].
The mode collapse of GANs is due to the fact that the optimal generator for
a fixed discriminator is a sum of deltas on the points the discriminator assigns
the highest values [14]. The instability comes from the need to balance the
generator and discriminator in order for them to reach an equilibrium state
while providing enough gradient during training.
Recent work on unifying VAEs and GANs [15, 16] enables more complex
inference models for VAEs using GANs, and shows theoretical bounds that
in the nonparametric limit, it yields exact maximum likelihood assignment
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for the parameters of the generative model, as well as exact posterior for the
latent variables given an observation.
1.3 Related Work
A significant amount of research has been devoted to understanding and im-
proving GANs. In this section we will review the recent literature, which we
divide into three categories: (i) extensions of the GAN model to more general
or sophisticated architecture; (ii) improvements of GAN training stability
and mitigation of mode collapse; (iii) developments of conditional GAN with
interpretable latent codes. The first two categories are related in general to
GAN training. The third category is an important step towards structure
extraction and full inference model.
Extensions of the GAN model. The original GAN paper [11] inter-
preted the discriminator output as probabilities and constructed the objec-
tive based on the log-likelihood. Energy-based GAN (EBGAN) [17] instead
interprets the discriminator output as energy and proposes a loss function
similar to hinge loss, so that it allows more flexible architectures for the
discriminator. The EBGAN objective is formulated as:
LDpx, zq  Dpxq   rmDpGpzqqs  (1.16)
LGpzq  DpGpzqq, (1.17)
where rs   maxp0, q, m is a positive margin, and the generator loss LG
is separated from discriminator loss LD to provide non-zero gradient when
DpGpzqq ¥ m. The difference from the vanilla GAN is that the discriminator
output is no longer restricted to be in r0, 1s; thus, sophisticated models such
as autoencoders can be used as the discriminator, in which case the discrim-
inator is expressed as Dpxq  ||DecpEncpxqq x||, as depicted in Figure 1.2.
The claimed advantage over vanilla GAN is: (i) the reconstruction loss by
the autoencoder is likely to be more linearly independent over the mini-batch
than the binary logistic loss provided by the vanilla GAN, and thus boosts
training; (ii) an autoencoder has the capability of unsupervised learning by
itself, so when it learns to reconstruct a real sample, it also contributes to
shaping the learned data manifold.
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Figure 1.2: The EBGAN model with an autoencoder as the discriminator.
(Adapted from [17].)
The vanilla GAN uses a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for both its gen-
erator and discriminator. While MLP works well for datasets with simple
structure, such as MNIST, learning complex multi-modal inputs usually de-
mands deeper architectures to extract a deeper hierarchy of features. While
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) fit well for this purpose, initial at-
tempts using CNNs in GANs have not been successful. In the DCGAN
paper [18] the authors propose architecture guidelines for stable DCGAN
training, which are now widely used in complex, natural image generation.
Our experiments show that most of these guidelines result in more stable
convergence in MLP settings as well.
Improvements of GAN training. This category differs from the pre-
vious in that modifications usually appear as regularization in the objective
function without targeting a specific model architecture, so they apply to
a variety of models. In vanilla GAN, the generator is shown to minimize
Jensen-Shannon divergence when the discriminator reaches convergence in
the nonparametric limit. Arjovsky et al. [14] argue that the Jensen-Shannon
divergence is less appealing than the Wasserstein distance in terms of conti-
nuity and differentiability. By enforcing Lipschitz continuity through weight
clipping, the authors provide theoretical justification for the Wasserstein loss
to be differentiable almost everywhere. They propose that the discriminator
could be trained till convergence under this differentiability without careful
balance with the generator, avoiding the issue of saturation and vanishing
gradient, which arises in vanilla GAN when training the discriminator many
more steps over the generator. The resulting algorithm is claimed to improve
stability and image quality while mitigating mode collapse. Yet they report
the training could be unstable for momentum based optimizers and choose
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RMSprop instead.
Similarly, f -GAN [19] tries to generalize the family of the objective func-
tions and propose a more general objective based on f -divergenceDf pP ||Qq ³
X qpxqf

ppxq
qpxq
	
dx. It is obvious that the well-known Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence belongs to this family. By variational divergence minimization, the
vanilla GAN objective can be expressed as a special case of the objective
from f -divergence. By offering different choices of objectives, we have more
options at tuning the convergence trajectory of the GAN models.
In contrast to the previous two papers which build new families of objec-
tives, other works try to empirically regularize the vanilla GAN objective
or fine-tune the training details. Mode regularized GAN [20] regularizes the
generator objective by incorporating an autoencoder to penalize the missing
mode. Additionally they propose a quantitative score to measure the gen-
eration quality, called MODE score. It is different from the inception score
proposed by [21] in that the MODE score specifically penalizes mode collapse
by an additional KL-divergence term. Besides proposing inception score, sev-
eral techniques for improving the training of GANs are introduced in [21],
including feature matching, minibatch discrimination, historical averaging,
one-sided label smoothing and virtual batch normalization.
Developments of Conditional GAN with meaningful latent code.
Here meaningful means the latent variables represent certain structures in the
dataset instead of being randomly distributed, like the input to the generator
in the vanilla GAN framework. The latent code is likely to be interpretable,
such as class labels in the discrete case and angles in the continuous case,
but the interpretation is not necessarily obvious when the latent variables
encodes complex structures. InfoGAN [22] introduces a latent vector c by
feeding it together with the random noise vector z to the generator. To
prevent GAN from assigning trivial codes by finding a solution satisfying
PGpx|cq  PGpxq, they propose a regularization by adding a term to the
objective which is based on maximizing the mutual information between the
latent vector and the generator output. In experiments they are able to
demonstrate latent variables representing class labels for MNIST dataset,
and pose, lighting, elevation, width and rotation for face and chair dataset.
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1.4 Contributions
In this thesis we develop a model to explicitly capture the dependencies of
local structures in generator outputs. In particular, we model the unary
and pairwise potentials using graphical models and perform probabilistic
inference using loopy belief propagation on continuous Markov random fields.
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CHAPTER 2
STRUCTURE MODELING AND
INFERENCE
2.1 Structure Modeling using Graphical Models
The tasks in machine learning are often related to finding a probabilistic
distribution to model the real world objects given a finite set of observations.
In order to find such a distribution, one has to search over the hypothesis
space, which is a space consisting of all possible distributions under some
constraints. In general, the weakest constraint would result in searching in
the joint distribution space. Consider the discrete case where we have N
variables each with k states; this means that we need kN entries to store the
table representation of the joint distribution, which grows exponential with
N . In the real world situations where we typically have high dimensional
input space, the hypothesis space becomes overwhelmingly large.
To reduce the hypothesis space, we need to make assumptions about the
distribution. Although assumptions limit the capacity of the hypothesis
space to include potentially very complex distributions, they are necessary
in principle backed by the No Free Lunch Theorem, which indicates that an
unbiased learner can never generalize, or, in other words, if we do not make
any assumptions, we cannot learn anything. An example of this is overfitting,
where the learner merely memorizes the training data. To have an idea of
how assumptions reduce the hypothesis space, consider unary independence,
which means the joint distribution can be factorized as P pxq 
±N
i P pxiq.
By this factorization we reduce the entries from kN to Nk. Of course, the
unary independence assumption is too restrictive, but the idea is that by
making assumptions about the distribution, the hypothesis space could be
dramatically reduced, making the learning more efficient and more capable
to generalize.
A graphical model is a tool to describe and visualize variable interactions.
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The most common structures are local independence factorizations or condi-
tional independence factorizations of the joint probability distribution, which
are conveniently modeled by undirected and directed graphical models, re-
spectively. While it is possible to convert between directed and undirected
graphical models under certain constraints, which model we use largely de-
pends on the problem we are dealing with.
For a general introduction to graphical models, see for example [23, 24, 25].
In this section we will focus on undirected graphical models, also known as
Markov random fields (MRF). The purpose here is not to cover the principles
of graphical models in detail, but to provide clear definitions and notations
to describe our model. We will consider the discrete case in the formulation,
but it is easily generalized to continuous variables by replacing the sums with
integrals.
2.1.1 Markov Random Fields
We denote the set of variables by V and the overall variable domain by X .
The overall variable domain is the product of individual variable domains Xi
so that X 
¡
iPV
Xi. In many practical applications we have each Xi to be a
set of L labels (or states). The random variables of the model are denoted
by Xi, and their realizations denoted by Xi  xi or simply xi. The joint
realization is denoted X  x. For example, if the dataset contains images,
then x P X is one image and xi is the i-th pixel of the image.
The family of distributions specified by an MRF can be factorized among
cliques. If we denote the graph as G  pV, Eq, where E is the set of edges,
then a subset W  V of the vertices is a clique if for any i, j P W we have
ti, ju P E , that is, there exists an edge for any pair of vertices in W . So we
have
ppxq 
1
Z
¹
CPCpGq
ψCpxCq, (2.1)
where CpGq denotes the set of all cliques of G and xC denotes the set of
variables in clique C. The functions ψCpxCq : XC Ñ R  are called potential
functions. The normalization constant Z is called the partition function and
is given by
Z 
¸
xPX
¹
CPCpGq
ψCpxCq. (2.2)
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Because we define potentials for all the cliques in the graph, this represen-
tation is not efficient. For example, if we only consider pairwise interactions
in a fully connected MRF, then most potentials ψCpxCq  1 for |C|   2 and
|C| ¡ 2. The reason for this inefficiency is that the graph that defines the
Markov random field does not make explicit the factorization. It is worth
mentioning that the factorization could alternatively be defined over maxi-
mal cliques, in which case it is efficient but not explicit enough about local
interactions. This leads us to make use of factor graphs.
2.1.2 Factor Graphs
Factor graphs are undirected graphical models that make explicit the fac-
torization of the probability function [26]. We define a factor graph as fol-
lows.
Definition 2.1.2.1 (Factor graph). A factor graph is a tuple pV,F , Eq
consisting of a set V of variable nodes, a set F of factor nodes, and a
set E  V  F of edges having one endpoint at a variable node and the
other at a factor node. Let N be the scope of a factor, defined as the set
of neighboring variables,
NpF q  ti P V : pi, F q P Eu. (2.3)
Then the factor graph defines a family of distributions that factorizes
according to
ppxq 
1
Z
¹
FPF
ψF pxNpF qq, (2.4)
with
Z 
¸
xPX
¹
FPF
ψF pxNpF qq. (2.5)
By convention, when drawing a factor graph, factor nodes are drawn as
“” and variable nodes are drawn as “©”. The edges are drawn as undi-
rected edges between variable and factor nodes. We will use shorthand
notation xF  xNpF q.
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2.1.3 Energy Minimization
Because the factors are strictly positive, we can rewrite them in terms of
energy. Since energies appear in the exponents, the multiplication of proba-
bilities corresponds to the addition of energies, which is convenient for com-
putations. It is also straightforward to show that finding the most probable
state is equivalent to energy minimization.
We define an energy function for each factor F P F ,
EF : xF Ñ R, (2.6)
so that factors can be expressed as
ψF pxF q  exppEF pxF qq. (2.7)
We can now write the probability as
ppxq 
1
Z
¹
FPF
ψF pxF q (2.8)

1
Z
expp
¸
FPF
EF pxF qq. (2.9)
To find the state x P X with the highest probability,
arg max
xPX
ppxq  arg max
xPX
1
Z
expp
¸
FPF
EF pxF qq (2.10)
 arg max
xPX

¸
FPF
EF pxF q (2.11)
 arg min
xPX
¸
FPF
EF pxF q. (2.12)
2.2 Inference in Graphical Models
There are usually two stages in a training process: to learn the parame-
ters from input examples, and to make predictions (infer) about unobserved
properties for a given sample in the supervised case or about the probability
distribution of the input dataset in the unsupervised case. There are two
common inference problems: maximum a-posteriori (MAP) inference and
probabilistic inference.
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MAP inference aims to find the most probable state (mode) of some dis-
tribution. That is, given a probability distribution ppxq, find a state x such
that
x  arg max
xPX
ppxq. (2.13)
Probabilistic inference aims to find the marginal distribution for each vari-
able, or each factor in a factor graph. That is, given a probability distribution
represented by a factor graph, find ppxF q for @F P F .
For acyclic graphs there exist exact inference methods, namely belief prop-
agation, while for a general graph exact inference is often not possible, where
we resort to approximate inference. There are broadly two classes of ap-
proximate inference methods: deterministic approaches based on analytical
approximations, and stochastic approaches based on sampling.
In this section we will focus on belief propagation, which is exact for acyclic
graphs and provides an approximation in the general case. Belief propagation
can be applied both to probabilistic and MAP inference, resulting in sum-
product and max-product (or max-sum if working with energies) algorithms.
We discuss belief propagation in the sum-product scheme. Although we for-
mulate the algorithm in the discrete case, it is easily extensible to continuous
variables by replacing sums with integrals for marginalization.
2.3 Belief Propagation and the Sum-Product
Algorithm
2.3.1 Message Passing
The sum-product algorithm is a dynamic programming approach to com-
pute marginals in a factor graph [26]. It provides exact inference for tree-
structured graphs. The general idea is that, in computing a marginal prob-
ability, we need to sum the joint probability over one or more variables. We
could perform this computation as a sequence of operations by choosing a
specific order of the variables (which is always possible for trees). Because
the joint distribution is factorized over factors, the marginalization is a sum
of product operation, and we can use the distributive law to move and ar-
range individual sums so that we only have to consider those involving the
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Figure 2.1: Part of the factor graph illustrating the marginal computation.
(Adapted from [23].)
variable(s) being summed over in each step.
By definition, the marginal of variable xi is:
ppxiq 
¸
xzxi
ppxq. (2.14)
Let us define nepiq to be the set of factors adjacent to variable i:
nepiq  tF P F : pi, F q P Eu, (2.15)
and X:s to be the set of all the variables in the subtree Ts connected to
the variable node xi via the factor node Fs, so the subtree is rooted at Fs
and includes the variables and factors in that subtree ( xi is not part of the
subtree):
Ts  ti P V, F P F : @i and F is in the subtree with root Fsu(2.16)
X:s  ti P V : i P Tsu, (2.17)
and F :s pxi, X
:
sq represents the product of all the factors in the group of vari-
ables associated with factor Fs:
F :s pxi, X
:
sq 
¹
FPTs
ppxF q. (2.18)
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See Figure 2.1 for an illustration. Now we can write the joint distribution as:
ppxq 
¹
sPnepiq
F :s pxi, X
:
sq. (2.19)
Substituting Equation (2.19) into (2.14) and interchanging the sums and
products, we obtain:
ppxiq 
¹
sPnepiq

¸
X:s
F :s pxi, X
:
sq
ﬁ
ﬂ (2.20)

¹
sPnepiq
expµFsÑxipxiq (2.21)
 exp

 ¸
sPnepiq
µFsÑxipxiq

. (2.22)
Here we introduce a set of functions µFsÑxipxiq, defined by
µFsÑxipxiq  log
¸
X:s
F :s pxi, X
:
sq, (2.23)
which can be viewed as the message from the factor Fs to the variable xi.
The logarithm is taken for numeric stability.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the computation of the factor-to-variable
message.
To evaluate these messages, we observe from Figure 2.1 that F :s pxi, X
:
sq
could be further factorized among factors in the subtree rooted at the variable
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nodes adjacent to Fs excluding xi:
F :s pxi, X
:
sq  Fspxi, x1, . . . , xMq
M¹
j1
Gjpxj, X
:
sj
q. (2.24)
Here we introduce Gjpxj, X
:
sj
q as the product of all the factors in the subtree
rooted at variable node xj; specifically, Fs is not part of the subtree. Then
the sum over F :s pxi, X
:
sq in Equation (2.23),
°
X:s
F :s pxi, X
:
sq, becomes
¸
x1...xM
Fspxi, x1, . . . , xMq
¹
jPNpFsqzi

¸
X:sj
Gjpxj, X
:
sj
q
ﬁ
ﬃﬂ

¸
x1...xM
Fspxi, x1, . . . , xMq
¹
jPNpFsqzi
exp qxjÑFspxjq (2.25)

¸
x1...xM
Fspxi, x1, . . . , xMq exp

 ¸
jPNpFsqzi
qxjÑFspxjq

 (2.26)

¸
x1...xM
exp

EFspxi, x1, . . . , xMq   ¸
jPNpFsqzi
qxjÑFspxjq

, (2.27)
where we have defined the variable-to-factor messages
qxjÑFspxjq  log
¸
X:sj
Gjpxj, X
:
sj
q. (2.28)
Note that Fspxi, x1, . . . , xMq is just a notation convenience for ppxFsq, and in
the Equation (2.27) we expressed the factor in terms of energy. Substitut-
ing the right hand-side of Equation (2.23), the factor-to-variable message is
computed as
µFsÑxipxiq  log
¸
xF PNpF qzxi
exp

EFspxF q   ¸
jPNpFsqzi
qxjÑFspxjq

. (2.29)
This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where the incoming variable-to-factor mes-
sages from every edge except the one we are marginalizing are combined to
yield the factor-to-variable message.
Likewise, we observe from Figure 2.3 thatGjpxj, X
:
sj
q in the right-hand side
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of Equation (2.28) could be further factorized among factors in the subtree
rooted at the factor nodes adjacent to xj excluding Fs:
Gjpxj, X
:
sj
q 
¹
kPnepjqzFs
F :k pxj, X
:
jk
q. (2.30)
Substituting Equation (2.30) into (2.28), we obtain
qxjÑFspxjq  log
¹
kPnepjqzFs

¸
X:jk
F :k pxj, X
:
jk
q
ﬁ
ﬃﬂ (2.31)

¸
kPnepjqzFs

log ¸
X:jk
F :k pxj, X
:
jk
q
ﬁ
ﬃﬂ (2.32)

¸
kPnepjqzFs
µFkÑxjpxjq, (2.33)
where in Equation (2.33) we used the definition of (2.23). This is illustrated in
Figure 2.3, where the incoming factor-to-variable messages except the factor
that we are passing message to, are summed to yield the variable-to-factor
message.
2.3.2 Message Ordering
Given message passing Equations (2.29) and (2.33), computing the message
requires previously computed messages; thus, we need to provide an initial-
ization rule. Note that a leaf node in a tree depends on no node other than
its parent, which is excluded the message passing equations. So for a leaf
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the computation of the variable-to-factor
message.
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node the incoming messages are essentially empty. Based on this observation
we define the initialization rule as follows:
• If a leaf node is a variable node, the summation in (2.33) is empty and
the message will be zero.
• If a leaf node is a factor node, the summation in (2.29) is empty, so the
summation is on the factor itself.
To specify an order for message passing, for a tree-structured graph we can
designate any variable node as the root of the tree. We then compute all the
messages towards the root, starting with leaf nodes. This is sometimes called
the leaf-to-root phase. After having computed one message on each edge and
reached the root, we store another message on each edge starting by passing
out from the root. The root-to-leaf phase computation will depend on the
messages computed in the leaf-to-root phase. Finally, we store two messages
in opposite directions on each edge.
2.3.3 Computation of Marginals
Assume that we have performed the two-phase message passing; from Equa-
tion (2.22) we can compute the marginal for any variable node based on the
incoming messages on its adjacent edges. If the factors are not normalized,
we additionally compute the partition function
logZ  log
¸
xiPXi
exp

 ¸
sPnepiq
µFsÑxipxiq

. (2.34)
Again, the logarithm is for numerical stability which we will explain momen-
tarily. Now the marginal for xi can be computed as
ppxiq  exp

 ¸
sPnepiq
µFsÑxipxiq  logZ

. (2.35)
2.3.4 Numerical Stability
The naive implementations of log-sum-exp that appear in Equations (2.23),
(2.28), (2.29) and (2.34) are known to be numerically unstable because the
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sum of exponentials could easily overflow or underflow across recursive com-
putation. The problem is mitigated using the identity
log
¸
i
exppyiq  α   log
¸
i
exppyi  αq, (2.36)
which holds for all α P R. By setting α  maxi yi we obtain a numerically
stable method.
2.4 Loopy Belief Propagation
When the factor graph contains loops, it is no longer possible to specify root
to leaf order. However, the message passing Equations (2.29) and (2.33) re-
main well-defined. Therefore, we can initialize all the messages to a fixed
value and perform message passing under a specific update schedule. Sched-
ule is just a general term here in that order usually refers to serial schedule,
where at most one message is updated at each clock tick. For example, Fig-
ure 2.4 shows the flooding schedule [26] (which is parallel and non-serial) in
which either all variable-to-factor messages or all factor-to-variable messages
are computed in one iteration.
Figure 2.4: Flooding schedule works in a parallel manner. Factor-to-variable
passing and variable-to-factor passing are alternated. (Adapted from [24].)
While the empirical performance of loopy belief propagation is reported to
be excellent in a wide range of applications, its convergence is not guaranteed.
When it fails to converge, the beliefs are a poor approximation to the true
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marginals. It is shown [27] that if the algorithm converges, then it converges
to a fixed point of the Bethe free energy.
The message passing rules in loopy graphs are nearly the same as before,
whereas the variable-to-factor messages are normalized in every iteration to
empirically help convergence [27]:
q¯xjÑFspxjq 
¸
kPnepjqzFs
µFkÑxjpxjq (2.37)
δ  log
¸
xiPXi
exppq¯xjÑFspxjqq (2.38)
qxjÑFspxjq  q¯xjÑFspxjq  δ. (2.39)
To compute marginals, although the partition function can be computed
using the same equation as before, it leads to a local instead of global nor-
malization constant and differs at each location, because for loopy graphs
the messages are passed locally without explicitly computing the dependen-
cies for all interactions specified by the factor graph. An approximation to
the global partition function Z can be computed from the Bethe free energy
interpretation [27], which we do not discuss further here.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROACH
3.1 Factor Graph and Parameterization
In our proposed model, we explicitly define unary and pairwise potentials in
a continuous MRF, which results in the factor graph shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Factor graph of the model. 2D Grid structure is a natural
choice for image applications. Unary and pairwise potentials are specified.
Pairwise factors are drawn with darker color for visualization.
We choose continuous MRF because for discrete variables the parameters
to store for each potential can be huge for high dimensional input. Consider
color images in RGB color space, where each pixel could take on 3256 possible
values; then one pairwise factor needs p3256q2 entries in a table representation.
While continuous MRF are less studied than discrete ones, Gaussian MRF
is an exception. It is shown [28] that for a graphical model with arbitrary
topology, when the nodes in the graph describe jointly Gaussian random
variables, belief propagation will give correct posterior means if it converges.
We model the pairwise factor using a multivariate Gaussian. In addition
to tractability, a multivariate Gaussian can also be learned to encourage
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similarity between neighboring pixels, which is desirable as smoothness is a
common structure in images. We could parameterize a 2D-Gaussian with
five independent values, two for the mean vector and three for the covariance
matrix. To see this, let us define the multivariate Gaussian as
N px|µ,Σq  1
p2piqD{2|Σ|1{2
exp
"

1
2
px µqTΣ1px µq
*
, (3.1)
where x is a D-dimensional vector, µ is a D  1 mean vector, Σ is a D D
covariance matrix, and |Σ| denotes the determinant of Σ. Next we show that
we can take Σ to be a symmetric matrix without loss of generality.
Proof. Denote a new matrix Λ  Σ1 with elements Λij, called the precision
matrix. We can always write Λ  ΛS  ΛA where
ΛSij 
Λij   Λji
2
, ΛAij 
Λij  Λji
2
, (3.2)
and it is easily verified that ΛS is symmetric so that ΛSij  Λ
S
ji and Λ
A is
anti-symmetric so that ΛAij  Λ
A
ji. The quadratic term in the exponent of
a multivariate Gaussian (3.1) can be written as
1
2
D¸
i1
D¸
j1
pxi  µiqΛijpxj  µjq. (3.3)
When we substitute Λ  ΛS  ΛA into (3.3) we see that the terms involving
ΛA vanish since for each positive term there is an equally negative term.
Thus we can always take Λ to be symmetric.
We further show that the inverse of a symmetric matrix is also symmetric,
providing that the matrix is invertible, which is true for the covariance matrix
of Gaussians.
Proof. Given a symmetric matrix A, we have AT  A. The inverse matrix
A1 satisfies
AA1  I. (3.4)
Taking the transpose on both sides of this equation, we get
pA1qTAT  I. (3.5)
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Making use of AT  A, we have pA1qTA  I, and therefore pA1qT  A1.
Hence A1 is also symmetric.
Because the covariance matrix can be taken to be symmetric, we could
write it as
Σ 

σ1 σ3
σ3 σ2

(3.6)
and the mean vector as µ  pµ1, µ2q
T .
For a unary factor connected with xi, we parameterize it as expppxi 
µq2{2σq (σ is variance), which is a univariate Gaussian distribution (up to a
normalization constant). It gives a prior to the variable xi.
Having defined all the factors, we compute the marginals of each vari-
able by belief propagation; hence we call our model Belief Propagation GAN
(BPGAN).
3.2 Belief Propagation in BPGAN
Following the message passing Equations (2.29) and (2.39) and the flooding
schedule in Figure 2.4 we start with factor-to-variable message passing and
alternate for several iterations.
Phase 1: Initial iteration. To compute the factor-to-variable message
in the first iteration, variable-to-factor messages in the right-hand side of
Equation (2.29) are initialized to zero. So each factor-to-variable message
is just the factor distribution marginalized on the variable being computed.
For unary factor, the message is basically the factor itself; for pairwise factor,
the computation involves marginalization of a multivariate Gaussian. Note
that the mean and the covariance provide sufficient statistics for a normalized
Gaussian, so that if the message is a Gaussian, it is sufficient to store its mean
and covariance (or variance for univariate Gaussian). It can be derived, by
completing the square in the exponent, that the marginal distribution of
a joint Gaussian is also a Gaussian. Specifically, given a joint Gaussian
distribution partitioned as
x 

xa
xb

µ 

µa
µb

Σ 

Σaa Σab
Σba Σbb

, (3.7)
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where for a D-dimensional x and the first M components being the first
partition, xa  px1, . . . , xMq
T and xb  pxM 1, . . . , xDq
T , the marginal of xa
is given by (see for example [23])
ppxaq  N pxa|µa,Σaaq. (3.8)
Thus the mean and covariance of the marginal are just elements from the
original mean and covariance.
Phase 2: Variable-to-factor iteration. In the next iteration we com-
pute variable-to-factor messages. From Figure 3.1 and Equation (2.39) we see
that depending on whether the factor we are looking at is a unary or pair-
wise one, the computation involves summation of the messages computed
in the previous iteration, which are log univariate Gaussians. Because the
multiplications will not change the fact that the exponent is a quadratic
polynomial with a negative coefficient at the second-order term, the result is
still a Gaussian if normalized.
Let us derive the sufficient statistics for the resulting Gaussian. Suppose
for variable xi to factor F , the multiplication in the logarithm involves m
univariate Gaussian distributions with tpµk, σkqu
m
k1 (here σk is variance in-
stead of standard deviation). Here it is sufficient to express distributions up
to a normalization constant. We write the variable-to-factor message as
qxiÑF pxiq 9 exp


m¸
k1
1
2σk
pxi  µkq
2
ﬀ
(3.9)
 exp


m¸
k1
1
2σk
x2i  

m¸
k1
µk
σk

xi
ﬀ
(3.10)
 N pxi|µ, σq. (3.11)
Comparing the coefficients, we get
1
σ

m¸
k1
1
σk
,
µ
σ

m¸
k1
µk
σk
or µ  σ

m¸
k1
µk
σk

. (3.12)
Phase 3: Factor-to-variable iteration. We consider one more iteration
of factor-to-variable messages, where now the variable-to-factor messages are
no longer zeros and are instead computed from the previous iteration, and we
know they are log Gaussians. If the factor to compute is unary, the message is
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the same as that of the first iteration. Let us examine the case of computing
the message related to a pairwise factor.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of computing the factor-to-variable message
indicated by the red arrow (solid line). The computation is dependent on
the variable-to-factor message shown by the blue arrow (dashed line).
Consider the case specified by Figure 3.2. Let us denote the mean and
variance of the message qxjÑF to be µ and σ. The factor F is a 2D-Gaussian,
and we denote its mean µ  pµ1, µ2q
T and covariance
Σ 

σ1 σ3
σ3 σ2

, (3.13)
where we have again used the property that the covariance matrix can be
taken to be symmetric. When computing the exponent in Equation (2.29),
now that both the factor distribution exppEF q and variable-to-factor mes-
sage qxjÑF depend on xj, we need to combine these two terms before taking
integral on xj. That is, up to a normalization constant,
µFÑxi  log
»
xj
exp
1
2

px µqTΣ1px µq  
pxj  µq
2
σ

, (3.14)
where x  pxi, xjq
T . Recalling that the inverse of a symmetric matrix is also
symmetric, we can write the precision matrix as
Λ  Σ1 

λ1 λ3
λ3 λ2


1
σ1σ2  σ23

σ2 σ3
σ3 σ1

. (3.15)
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For notational brevity, denote λ  σ1; then we can express the exponent in
Equation (3.14) as (omit 1
2
)
λ1pxi  µ1q
2   2λ3pxj  µ2qpxi  µ1q   λ2pxj  µ2q
2   λpxj  µq
2. (3.16)
Completing the square on xj, we get
pλ2   λq

x2j  2

pλ2µ2   λµq  λ3pxi  µ1q
λ2   λ


loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

xj   2
ﬁ
ﬃﬃﬃﬂ  . . . (3.17)
where terms independent of xj are omitted. Thus the integral over xj is
»
xj
exp


λ2   λ
2
pxj  q2

exp
1
2
fpxiq, (3.18)
where fpxiq are the terms in the exponent independent of xj. We see that
the integral over a univariate Gaussian is the normalization constant, which
does not depend on xi. Thus the remaining term in Equation (3.14) is
fpxiq  
rλ3xi  pλ3µ1   λ2µ2   λµqs
2
λ2   λ
  λ1pxi µ1q
2 2λ3µ2pxi µ1q   . . .
(3.19)
where terms independent of xi are omitted. Organizing the coefficients of
quadratic and linear terms, we get
x2i : 
λ23
λ2   λ
  λ1 (3.20)
xi :
2λ3pλ3µ1   λ2µ2   λµq
λ2   λ
 2λ1µ1  2λ3µ2. (3.21)
We see that exppµFÑxipxiqq is again a Gaussian, and we obtain its mean µ
1
and variance σ1 as follows:
1
σ1
 
λ23
λ2   λ
  λ1 (3.22)
µ1 


λ3pλ3µ1   λ2µ2   λµq
λ2   λ
  λ1µ1   λ3µ2

σ1. (3.23)
Note that the λk’s are intermediate variables and are related to the original
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σk’s via Equation (3.15) and λ  σ
1.
We can now alternate between phase 2 and phase 3, hoping the algorithm
will converge to a fixed point.
3.3 Constrained Optimization and Penalty Method
For a multivariate Gaussian distribution to be well defined so that it can
be normalized, the covariance matrix must be positive definite. According
to Sylvester’s criterion, a Hermitian matrix is positive definite if and only
if all of the leading principal minors are positive. For a real symmetric 2D
covariance matrix (which is general) taking the form (3.13), this amounts to
σ1 ¡ 0, detpΣq 
 σ1 σ3σ3 σ2
  σ1σ2  σ23 ¡ 0. (3.24)
We call these inequalities (inequality) constraints. From (3.24) we further
have σ2 ¡ 0; even though this constraint is redundant, in the sense that
it could be derived from the two constraints in (3.24), it turns out to be
convenient for the implementation.
It is easy to enforce the decoupled constraints: σ1 ¡ 0, σ2 ¡ 0. We could
take an exponential over the output of the function used to generate σ1 and
σ2. The function could practically be constructed using a neural network, in
which the output layer is a linear combination of the previous layer. More
precisely, we interpret output of the function as log σ1 and log σ2, so that
after taking exponentials they become σ1 and σ2 with positive guarantees.
To impose the coupled constraint σ1σ2  σ
2
3 ¡ 0, we first observe that
there is no way to isolate the constraint to be only on σ3. In fact, σ3 can be
either positive or negative. We instead view σ1σ2σ
2
3 as a whole and enforce
positivity as above.
Let us define
 log σ1  f1 (3.25)
 log σ2  f2 (3.26)
logpσ1σ2  σ
2
3q  f3, (3.27)
where the negative signs in (3.25) and (3.26) are just for convenience in
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message passing computations; for instance, in (3.12) the σ’s appear in the
denominator. From (3.27) we have
σ23  σ1σ2  exppf3q ¥ 0, (3.28)
so that
σ1σ2 ¥ exppf3q. (3.29)
Taking logarithm on both sides, we obtain
log σ1   log σ2 ¥ f3. (3.30)
Combining together with (3.25) and (3.26), we get
pf1   f2q ¥ f3, or f1   f2   f3 ¤ 0. (3.31)
To impose the constraint (3.31), while avoiding introducing additional aux-
iliary variables to increase model complexity, such as Lagrange multipliers,
we propose the use of the penalty method. Suppose we are solving the fol-
lowing constrained optimization problem:
min gpxq (3.32)
subject to
cipxq ¤ 0 @i P I. (3.33)
The penalty method reformulates it into an unconstrained problem:
minhpxq  gpxq   wk
¸
iPI
maxp0, cipxqq, (3.34)
where wk’s are penalty coefficients and can change (usually increase) at each
iteration k. It can be seen that the penalty function maxp0, cipxqq penalizes
positive values since the optimization is a minimization. If the penalty is
large enough, the solution will eventually converge to be in the feasible set
specified by the constraints.
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For BPGAN, the generator and discriminator loss can thus be defined as
LDpwq  1
m

m¸
i1
 logDwpx
piqq  logp1DwpGθpz
piqqqq
ﬀ
(3.35)
LGpθq  1
m

m¸
i1
 logpDwpGθpz
piqqqq   wkΦpθq
ﬀ
(3.36)
Φpθq 
m¸
i1
N¸
j1
maxp0, f1j   f2j   f3jq, (3.37)
where m is the mini-batch size and N is the dimension of the input (e.g. the
number of pixels). Note that in (3.36) we have already used the logD trick
proposed in the original GAN paper [11].
3.4 BPGAN Architecture
The belief propagation scheme derived in the previous subsection is a typical
example of the inference of posterior distribution given prior knowledge and
a graphical model describing variable interactions. Now that we have the
graphical model and inference algorithm well defined, the remaining com-
ponent to specify is the prior distribution. Because the inference procedure
is deterministic given a fixed prior, the stochasticity of the input lies in the
prior. Therefore, the problem of learning the distribution of the input can be
mapped to the problem of learning the distribution of the prior . The naive
learning rule is thus as follows: (i) parameterize the prior to be some family
of distributions; (ii) perform inference in the graphical model to get the pos-
terior; (iii) sample from the posterior and from the ground truth, to compute
the difference between two distributions using some distance measure; (iv)
update the parameters of the prior to minimize the distance measure.
This rule suffers from the following facts: (i) The sampling process is over
the whole support of the two distributions, and one has to sample densely to
approximate the distance measure accurately. (ii) The sampling process is
not differentiable and updating parameters essentially becomes grid search,
which is costly.
GANs avoid the issue by sampling from some simple (e.g. uniform) distri-
bution instead of from the posterior and using a differentiable neural network
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to map from a simple distribution to the posterior (in BPGAN introduced
below, it can instead be viewed as some form of prior because we perform
inference upon that), making the objective differentiable with respect to the
parameters of the neural network. Also, by introducing a discriminator net-
work to compute the distance metric and the use of minimax update, we
let the discriminator learn and adapt the distance metric to the generator
(because the parameters of the discriminator are also updated). The gener-
ator in this case generates potentials instead of marginal probabilities. The
marginals are obtained via belief propagation on the generated potentials.
The overall architecture for the generator is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The architecture for the generator. The solid connection
represents learnable parameters, which could be for example fully
connected or convolutional layers. The dashed connection represents the
deterministic belief propagation procedure and does not involve any
parameter. Note that in general the unary and pairwise potentials need not
be generated from the same hidden layer.
Because the unary and pairwise potentials could be quite different, in gen-
eral they can lie at different depths in the neural network. In Figure 3.3 we
draw the pairwise layer deeper than unary because we expect the pairwise
consist of more complicated interactions to learn than the unary. However,
in practice, the number of hidden layers for each kind of potential is a hy-
perparameter.
Once we get the marginals, we feed a mini-batch of them together with a
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mini-batch of real samples into the discriminator and use objective functions
(3.35)-(3.37) to learn the parameters. Note that the belief propagation is
also differentiable, so the standard backpropagation suffices for the learning.
3.5 Discussion
Difference from the original GAN in terms of neural network free-
dom of learning. In BPGAN, we construct the neural network to only
learn the potentials, which are priors localized to unary and pairwise struc-
ture. In original GAN, the neural network is built to learn the marginals,
which are in spirit the posteriors picked up by belief propagation in BPGAN
as an approximation to the convergence fixed point. The posterior contains
distributed information from the whole graph by iterative belief propagation
and is no longer local. Although the neural network is known to be able
to learn the distributed (nonlocal) structures by itself, our model has two
advantages by encouraging it to learn the local structures: (i) It reduces
the complexity of the information the network needs to learn, which leads
to simpler neural network architecture and better learning results. (ii) It
discourages the network from learning spurious nonlocal structures.
The locality of the prior potentials are tunable via the number of
iterations of belief propagation. If we think about the convergence as a
trajectory from the prior to the posterior, the belief propagation could start
from any point on this trajectory, resulting in the same fixed point. Thus it
is possible to initialize the prior to any point on this trajectory in addition
to the starting point. This behavior is tuned by the number of iterations in
belief propagation. By reducing the number of iterations, we encourage (not
enforce) the prior to be closer to the fixed point on the trajectory, which
means that we are expecting the neural network to learn a more distributed
prior. Therefore by tuning the iterations as a hyperparameter we are bal-
ancing the complexity of the representation learned by the neural network
and the convergence of the belief propagation. Note that the neural network
still has the freedom to learn a more distributed prior which is closer to the
fixed point, even if we have more iterations. This freedom is expected to
help with more stable convergence of loopy belief propagation since it has no
convergence guarantee. Starting closer to the fixed point on the trajectory is
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likely to result in more stable convergence. Lastly, we point out that there
are a number of variants of loopy belief propagation algorithms which ensure
convergence [29, 25]. We leave this direction to future research because of
the added complexity of these variants and the already greater stability for
convergence of our model based on the reasoning above.
The belief propagation layer is extensible to generative models
other than GANs as well. For VAEs, this layer could be placed on top
of the decoder to obtain the reconstructed samples from potential priors. It
is appealing to use it in VAEs because the random source in VAEs is lim-
ited to relatively simple distributions such as low dimensional Gaussians for
tractability; thus it is desirable to let the decoder generate simple structures
such as local potentials instead of distributed representations. We leave this
to future research.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS
4.1 MNIST
4.1.1 Experiment Settings
We use fully connected networks for both the generator and the discriminator
on the MNIST dataset [30]. The unary and pairwise potentials lie at the
same depth (are generated from the same hidden layer) for simplicity. The
generator has 5 layers while the discriminator has 2 layers. The size of
neurons per layer in the generator is {100, 160, 200, 240, out size}, where
out size is the number of potentials in the factor graph. For example, for
MNIST, since each image is 28 28 in size, we have 28 28 unary potentials
and 28  27  2 pairwise potentials. Considering the mean and covariance
parameters for the Gaussians, and taking the 2-D covariance matrix to be
symmetric, we have out size equals 28282 28275  5348. The size
of neurons per layer for the discriminator is {240, 1}. Batch normalization
is used for the generator in all hidden layers (but not the input and output
layers). Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used with a learning rate of
0.01 for both the generator and the discriminator.
The settings above are based on good performance on vanilla GANs on
the MNIST dataset, according to [17] and also verified in our experiment
with vanilla GANs. However, we choose SGD instead of momentum based
methods, not only due on its better performance on the vanilla GAN, but
more importantly, because of our use of the penalty term in the loss function.
The penalty term is based on a ReLu and does not have gradient in the region
where its value is zero. Such region is the feasible set of the constrained
optimization problem and we do not want to accumulate the gradients of the
penalty term from previous iterations as soon as it falls in the feasible set.
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4.1.2 Influence of Penalty
Without the penalty term in the loss function, training is unstable (e.g. NaN
values occur) because the covariance parameters easily update towards out-
side the feasible region where positive definiteness of the covariance matrix
is preserved. Though upon initialization the penalty term can be very high
(with typical values of 1000  3000), it drops to nearly zero within a few
steps. Thus, the range of the losses of the generator and discriminator is not
affected after the first few steps. In later steps, the penalty term occasionally
goes above zero, but its value is considerably less than the loss of the genera-
tor. The loss functions for a four belief propagation (BP) iteration BPGAN
are shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The losses of the discriminator and the generator, for a four BP
iteration BPGAN. Figures are shown starting from 50 steps, where the
penalty term is already negligible. The light color curve is the original data,
while the darker color one is smoothed for visualization.
4.1.3 Generation Quality
Visual plausibility of generated samples is an intuitive measure of generation
quality. The samples from different experimental settings are shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. However, human inspection has two limitations. Firstly, the number
of samples one can inspect is limited, so random fluctuations are not effec-
tively averaged out. Secondly, GANs are known to suffer from mode collapse,
which is hard to evaluate by inspecting a small number of samples.
To get a quantitative measure of generation quality, we adopt the inception
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Figure 4.2: Samples generated from the MNIST dataset. 16 samples are
obtained for each model, and all are sampled at training iteration 12000.
From left to right, top to bottom, they correspond to {vanilla GAN, BP
iteration 0, 2, 4, 6}. The vanilla GAN baseline has the same parameter
settings as BPGAN, except that its output layer is interpreted as pixel
probabilities and has no belief propagation.
score [21]. Inception score takes into account both individual sample quality
as well as mode diversity. The intuition is that images with meaningful
objects should have a conditional label distribution ppy|xq with low entropy.
Meanwhile, mode diversity implies that the marginal
³
ppy|x  Gpzqq dz
should have high entropy. The inception score is proposed as a KL-divergence
to maximize these entropy differences: exppExKLpppy|xq||ppyqqq, where the
exponential is just for scaling. To see that this criterion does correlate to
entropies, using the definition of KL-divergence, we have
Ex
¸
y
ppy|xq log
ppy|xq
ppyq
ﬀ

¸
x,y
ppy|xqppxq log
ppy|xq
ppyq
(4.1)

¸
x,y
ppy|xqppxq log ppy|xq 
¸
y
ppyq log ppyq
 Ex rHpppy|xqqs  Hpppyqq. (4.2)
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Note, however, that the inception score has the limitation that there has
to be a classifier to get the class label distribution, which is not available for
many datasets for unsupervised learning purposes, although it is possible to
use transfer learning to get these probabilities. Our classifier is a convolu-
tional neural network which achieves 99% accuracy on the MNIST test set.
We generate 50000 images for each inception score computation. Within
10000 training steps, Figure 4.3 already shows that BPGAN outperforms
vanilla GAN given enough BP iterations. Additionally, the inception score
increases as the BP iteration increases.
Figure 4.3: Inception scores every 1000 steps from 1000th to 10000th step.
It can be seen that BPGAN with 2 iterations already begins to outperform
vanilla GAN. In addition, the inception score increases as the BP iteration
increases. (BPn means BPGAN with n BP iterations.)
4.2 Discussion
While the increasing number of BP iterations raises the inception score, it
also increases model complexity and training time. Right now we adopt a
serial update of messages in the implementation, yet the flooding schedule
of loopy belief propagation allows parallel update, which could make use of
multithreading and boost training. Although the consideration of the bal-
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ance of the number of BP iterations versus efficiency depends on the specific
application, we observe that with two BP iterations our model already out-
performs the vanilla GAN. We leave the improvement of efficiency for further
research.
Convolutional neural networks are known to reduce overfitting, allow deeper
models, and be more suitable for color images. We attempted to imple-
ment fully convolutional BPGAN based on the architecture guidelines by
DCGAN [18]. However, due to time constraints we have not made the model
converge well. We tried to assign a Gaussian prior to each of the RGB
channels independently, resulting in belief propagations in three separate
channels. We are aware that assuming Gaussian priors over RGB channels
separately is not a good choice since the RGB color space is known to be not
perceptually uniform. For example, grayscale images represented in RGB
space have nearly identical values for the three channels of each pixel. This
value could vary a lot for nearby pixels, but as long as the three channels
change by a similar amount, the nearby pixel would still have a greyish color
and thus the local area is perceptually smooth. In other words, in RGB color
space there are strong correlations among the three channels and assuming
independent Gaussians does not capture these correlations. Based on this,
we suggest further efforts to explore convolutional BPGAN in LAB color
space, with L for lightness and a, b for color components.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
We propose a method to capture the structures of the variables in a GAN
framework using graphical models, and perform belief propagation to do
probabilistic inference. We obtain samples of higher quality indicated by their
larger inception scores, and demonstrate the improvement of sample quality
with increasing belief propagation (BP) iterations. While we are aware of
the efficiency constraint with increasing number of BP iterations, and the
need for a convolutional based model for color images and larger datasets,
we provide insightful discussions on both aspects for further investigation.
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